Gene cluster analysis method identifies horizontally transferred genes with high reliability and indicates that they provide the main mechanism of operon gain in 8 species of gamma-Proteobacteria.
The formation mechanism of operons remains unresolved: operons may form by rearrangements within a genome or by acquisition of genes from other species, that is, horizontal gene transfer (HGT). One hindrance to its elucidation is the unavailability of a method to accurately identify HGT, although it is generally considered to occur. It is critically important first to select horizontally transferred (HT) genes reliably and then to determine the extent to which HGT is involved in operon formation. For this purpose, we considered indels in terms of gene clusters instead of individual genes and chose candidates of HT genes in 8 species of Escherichia, Shigella, and Salmonella based on the minimization of indels. To select a benchmark set of positively HT genes against which we can evaluate the candidate set, we devised another procedure using intergenetic alignments. Comparison with the benchmark set demonstrated the absence of a significant number of false positives in the candidate set, showing the high reliability of the method. Analyses of Escherichia coli K-12 operons revealed that although approximately 20 operons were probably gained from the last common ancestor of the 8 gamma-proteobacteria, deletion of intervening genes accounts for the formation of no operons, whereas horizontal transfer expanded 2 operons and introduced 4 entire operons. Based on these observations and reasoning, we suggest that the main mechanism of operon gain is HGT rather than intragenomic rearrangements. We propose that genes with related essential functions tend to reside in conserved operons, whereas genes in nonconserved operons mostly confer slight advantage to the organisms and frequently undergo horizontal transfer and decay. HT genes constitute at least 5.5% of the genes in the 8 species and approximately 45% of which originate from other gamma-proteobacteria. Genes involved in viral functions and mobile and extrachromosomal element functions are HT more often than expected. This finding indicates frequent mediation of HGT by bacteriophages. On the other hand, not only informational genes (those involved in transcription, translation, and related processes) but also operational genes (those involved in housekeeping) are HT less frequently than expected.